Too early to observe full impact of deterioration in financing conditions on euro area economy … … but still useful to examine linkages between the financial and real sectors in the Euro Area, using a combination of past and recent data. Likely channels:
Higher lending rates Stricter lending standards Higher costs of corporate bond and equity financing "Financial accelerator effects" Explains year Explains year--on on--year real growth rates of customer year real growth rates of customer loans as a function of a bank loans as a function of a bank' 's distance to default s distance to default (+), real GDP growth rate as a proxy for overall (+), real GDP growth rate as a proxy for overall economic activity (+), lending rate and net interest economic activity (+), lending rate and net interest margin ( margin (--), and bank size approximated by total ), and bank size approximated by total value of loans ( value of loans (--). ). The effect of bank soundness on loan supply is The effect of bank soundness on loan supply is significant, but small. It implies that a 1 significant, but small. It implies that a 1 st.d st.d. drop in . drop in DD is associated with a DD is associated with a y/y y/y real growth of credit that real growth of credit that is 1.5 percentage points lower than otherwise. is 1.5 percentage points lower than otherwise. Identification scheme: Identification scheme:
Outline

Bank Characteristics and
Regress output growth on growth rate of bank loans Regress output growth on growth rate of bank loans (and its lagged value), and its own lagged values.
(and its lagged value), and its own lagged values.
Recover shocks to money demand for each euro area Recover shocks to money demand for each euro area country in the sample and regress growth rate of bank country in the sample and regress growth rate of bank loans on its lagged values and the estimated money loans on its lagged values and the estimated money demand shocks. demand shocks.
Re Re--estimate effect of bank credit on output using the estimate effect of bank credit on output using the country country--specific shocks to money demand as specific shocks to money demand as instruments.
instruments. Loan Supply and Output
The loan supply effect on output is positive (and The loan supply effect on output is positive (and statistically significant) but relatively small. statistically significant) but relatively small.
An increase in the supply of bank loans by 1 percentage An increase in the supply of bank loans by 1 percentage points is likely to lead to an increase in real GDP by about points is likely to lead to an increase in real GDP by about 0.1 percentage point. 0.1 percentage point.
A cutback in bank loan supply is likely to have a negative A cutback in bank loan supply is likely to have a negative impact on economic activity. impact on economic activity.
Corporate Financing and Corporate Financing and Economic Activity Economic Activity
Analyze relationship between corporate bond spread and Analyze relationship between corporate bond spread and output in the Euro Area. output in the Euro Area.
Corporate bond risk premium is a good predictor of real Corporate bond risk premium is a good predictor of real activity. activity.
Can be treated as a proxy for financing conditions. Can be treated as a proxy for financing conditions.
Define corporate bond spread = 7 Define corporate bond spread = 7--year BBB year BBB--rated rated corporate bond yield corporate bond yield --7 7--year government bond yield year government bond yield (robustness check: different bonds) (robustness check: different bonds)
Monthly industrial production Monthly industrial production … … proxy for real activity. proxy for real activity. 
Response of annual growth in industrial production to 1 st.d. innovation in corporate spread
A positive shock to the corporate bond spread leads to a A positive shock to the corporate bond spread leads to a negative response of real activity. negative response of real activity.
One standard deviation shock (about 60 basis points) has One standard deviation shock (about 60 basis points) has an adverse effect on industrial production, which peaks at an adverse effect on industrial production, which peaks at about about ¼ ¼ percent in 8 percent in 8--20 months. 20 months.
The effect is statistically significant. The effect is statistically significant.
Results are fairly robust across alternative specifications. Results are fairly robust across alternative specifications. April 2008 GFSR GFSR) ) Latest estimates of the total exceptional losses in Latest estimates of the total exceptional losses in euro euro--area global banks (=sub area global banks (=sub--prime related losses plus prime related losses plus exceptional part of losses on European assets) may be exceptional part of losses on European assets) may be as large as 10 times that amount. as large as 10 times that amount. These latest estimates would translate, other things These latest estimates would translate, other things being equal, into a decline in C/A from 5.6 to 4.8 %. being equal, into a decline in C/A from 5.6 to 4.8 %.
To keep C/A unchanged (i.e. no change in leverage), To keep C/A unchanged (i.e. no change in leverage), assets would have to shrink by 14 percent. assets would have to shrink by 14 percent. But banks are aiming to But banks are aiming to deleverage deleverage… … First approach (continued): First approach (continued):
If the banks aim to increase C/A to 5.9 % ( sample If the banks aim to increase C/A to 5.9 % ( sample maximum), loans would go down by 19 %. maximum), loans would go down by 19 %. If C/A goes up to 7 percent, loans go down 31 %. If C/A goes up to 7 percent, loans go down 31 %. From the econometric estimate, a decline in the supply From the econometric estimate, a decline in the supply of bank loans by 10 percentage points is likely to lead of bank loans by 10 percentage points is likely to lead to a decline in real GDP by about 1 percentage point. to a decline in real GDP by about 1 percentage point. This means that the above declines in assets would This means that the above declines in assets would translate to 1.9 translate to 1.9--3.1 percentage points negative impact 3.1 percentage points negative impact on real GDP. on real GDP. The impact can be mitigated by capital injections; The impact can be mitigated by capital injections; exacerbated if massive exacerbated if massive deleveraging deleveraging or strong or strong confidence effects (breaking down the relationships). confidence effects (breaking down the relationships).
